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The Milgram experiment was carried out many times whereby Milgram (1965) varied the basic procedure
(changed the IV). By doing this Milgram could identify which factors affected obedience (the DV).
Obedience was measured by how many participants shocked to the maximum 450 volts (65% in the original
study).
Milgram Experiment | Simply Psychology
In a series of ingenious studies, social psychologist Stanley Milgram, examined the impact of modern
society on the psychology of individuals. His most famous experiment saw participants commanded to
administer painful electric shocks to supposed fellow volunteers and their compliance raised serious
questions about the limits of moral autonomy and the ability of individuals to resist authority.
Stanley Milgram: Understanding Obedience and its ...
Stanley Milgram: Understanding Obedience and its Implications (Mind Shapers) eBook: Lunt, Peter:
Amazon.co.uk: Kindle Store
Stanley Milgram: Understanding Obedience and its ...
Stanley Milgram, (born August 15, 1933, New York City, New York, U.S.—died December 20, 1984, New York
City), American social psychologist known for his controversial and groundbreaking experiments on
obedience to authority. Milgram’s obedience experiments, in addition to other studies that he carried
out during his career, generally are considered to have provided important insight into human social
behaviour, particularly conformity and social pressure.
Stanley Milgram | Biography, Experiment, Books, & Facts ...
Stanley Milgram (August 15, 1933 – December 20, 1984) was an American social psychologist, best known
for his controversial experiments on obedience conducted in the 1960s during his professorship at Yale.
Milgram was influenced by the events of the Holocaust, especially the trial of Adolf Eichmann, in
developing the experiment.
Stanley Milgram - Wikipedia
However, the Milgram obedience experiment aimed to prove otherwise. During the 1960s, Yale University
psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of obedience experiments that led to some surprising
results. These results offer a compelling and disturbing look at the power of authority and obedience.
Milgram's Experiments and the Perils of Obedience
In the 1960s, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of studies on the concepts of obedience
and authority. His experiments involved instructing study participants to deliver increasingly highvoltage shocks to an actor in another room, who would scream and eventually go silent as the shocks
became stronger.
The Milgram Experiment: Summary, Conclusion, Ethics
Stanley Milgram's 1960s experimental findings that people would administer apparently lethal electric
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shocks to a stranger at the behest of an authority figure remain critical for understanding obedience.
A Virtual Reprise of the Stanley Milgram Obedience Experiments
Buy Stanley Milgram: Understanding Obedience and its Implications by Lunt, Peter online on Amazon.ae at
best prices. Fast and free shipping free returns cash on delivery available on eligible purchase.
Stanley Milgram: Understanding Obedience and its ...
Milgram's research on obedience shocked people back during the 1960s, but his findings are just as
relevant and stunning to this day. While recent findings have suggested that there may have been
problems with his experimental procedures, replications of his work have found that people are
surprisingly willing to obey authority figures - even when they know the orders they are following are
wrong.
Stanley Milgram Biography: His Influence on Psychology
Stanley Milgram’s (1963) classic experiment on obedience to authority addressed a significant problem in
society: When and under what conditions would destructive obedience, or defiance to the...
Milgram’s Experiment and its Implications for Human ...
“The essence in obedience consists in the fact that a person comes to view himself as an instrument for
carrying out another person's wishes and he therefore no longer regards himself as responsible for his
actions.” ? Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority
Stanley Milgram Quotes (Author of 50 Psychology Classics)
Question: Stanley Milgram Conducted A Series Of Studies (1963, 1964, 1965) To Explore Obedience To
Authority. Participants Were Led To Believe That They Had Volunteered For A "scientific Study Of Memory
And Learning" Being Conducted At Yale University He Placed An Ad In The Local Newspaper In New Haven,
Connecticut, Offering A Small Sum Of Money To Men (and Eventually...

In a series of ingenious studies, social psychologist Stanley Milgram, examined the impact of modern
society on the psychology of individuals. His most famous experiment saw participants commanded to
administer painful electric shocks to supposed fellow volunteers and their compliance raised serious
questions about the limits of moral autonomy and the ability of individuals to resist authority. Lunt
explores the historical and cultural setting of Milgram's social psychology, his intellectual roots and
the continuing relevance of his research today. This authoritative introduction is essential reading for
all those interested in the psychology of power and obedience.
A part of Harper Perennial’s special “Resistance Library” highlighting classic works that illuminate our
times: A special edition reissue of Stanley Milgram’s landmark examination of humanity’s susceptibility
to authoritarianism. “The classic account of the human tendency to follow orders, no matter who they
hurt or what their consequences.” — Washington Post Book World In the 1960s, Yale University
psychologist Stanley Milgram famously carried out a series of experiments that forever changed our
perceptions of morality and free will. The subjects—or “teachers”—were instructed to administer
electroshocks to a human “learner,” with the shocks becoming progressively more powerful and painful.
Controversial but now strongly vindicated by the scientific community, these experiments attempted to
determine to what extent people will obey orders from authority figures regardless of consequences.
“Milgram’s experiments on obedience have made us more aware of the dangers of uncritically accepting
authority,” wrote Peter Singer in the New York Times Book Review. With an introduction from Dr. Philip
Zimbardo, who conducted the famous Stanford Prison Experiment, Obedience to Authority is Milgram’s
fascinating and troubling chronicle of his classic study and a vivid and persuasive explanation of his
conclusions.
Stanley Milgram is one of the most influential and widely-cited social psychologists of the twentieth
century. Recognized as perhaps the most creative figure in his field, he is famous for crafting socialpsychological experiments with an almost artistic sense of creative imagination – casting new light on
social phenomena in the process. His 1974 study Obedience to Authority exemplifies creative thinking at
its most potent, and controversial. Interested in the degree to which an “authority figure” could
encourage people to commit acts against their sense of right and wrong, Milgram tricked volunteers for a
“learning experiment” into believing that they were inflicting painful electric shocks on a person in
another room. Able to hear convincing sounds of pain and pleas to stop, the volunteers were told by an
authority figure – the “scientist” – that they should continue regardless. Contrary to his own
predictions, Milgram discovered that, depending on the exact set up, as many as 65% of people would
continue right up to the point of “killing” the victim. The experiment showed, he believed, that
ordinary people can, and will, do terrible things under the right circumstances, simply through
obedience. As infamous and controversial as it was creatively inspired, the “Milgram experiment” shows
just how radically creative thinking can shake our most fundamental assumptions.
Horrified by the Holocaust, social psychologist Stanley Milgram wondered if he could recreate the
Holocaust in the laboratory setting. Unabated for more than half a century, his (in)famous results have
continued to intrigue scholars. Based on unpublished archival data from Milgram’s personal collection,
volume one of this two-volume set introduces readers to a behind the scenes account showing how during
Milgram’s unpublished pilot studies he step-by-step invented his official experimental procedure—how he
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gradually learnt to transform most ordinary people into willing inflictors of harm. Volume two then
illustrates how certain innovators within the Nazi regime used the very same Milgram-like learning
techniques that with increasing effectiveness gradually enabled them to also transform most ordinary
people into increasingly capable executioners of other men, women, and children. Volume two effectively
attempts to capture how step-by-step these Nazi innovators attempted to transform the Führer’s wish of a
Jewish-free Europe into a frightening reality. By the books’ end the reader will gain an insight into
how the seemingly undoable can become increasingly doable.
When social psychologist Stanley Milgram invited volunteers to take part in an experiment at Yale in the
summer of 1961, none of the participants could have foreseen the worldwide sensation that the published
results would cause. Milgram reported that fully 65 percent of the volunteers had repeatedly
administered electric shocks of increasing strength to a man they believed to be in severe pain, even
suffering a life-threatening heart condition, simply because an authority figure had told them to do so.
Such behavior was linked to atrocities committed by ordinary people under the Nazi regime and
immediately gripped the public imagination. The experiments remain a source of controversy and
fascination more than fifty years later. In Behind the Shock Machine, psychologist and author Gina Perry
unearths for the first time the full story of this controversial experiment and its startling
repercussions. Interviewing the original participants—many of whom remain haunted to this day about what
they did—and delving deep into Milgram’s personal archive, she pieces together a more complex picture
and much more troubling picture of these experiments than was originally presented by Milgram.
Uncovering the details of the experiments leads her to question the validity of that 65 percent
statistic and the claims that it revealed something essential about human nature. Fleshed out with
dramatic transcripts of the tests themselves, the book puts a human face on the unwitting people who
faced the moral test of the shock machine and offers a gripping, unforgettable tale of one man’s
ambition and an experiment that defined a generation.
Creator of the famous Obedience Experiments and originator of the “six degrees of separation” theory,
Stanley Milgram transformed our understanding of human nature and continues to be one of the most
important figures in psychology and beyond. In this sparkling biography, Thomas Blass captures the
colorful personality and pioneering work of a visionary scientist who revealed the hidden workings of
our social world. In this new paperback edition, he includes an afterword connecting Milgram's theories
to torture, war crimes, and Abu Ghraib.
Stanley Milgram's experiments on obedience to authority are among the most important psychological
studies of this century. Perhaps because of the enduring significance of the findings--the surprising
ease with which ordinary persons can be commanded to act destructively against an innocent individual by
a legitimate authority--it continues to claim the attention of psychologists and other social
scientists, as well as the general public. The study continues to inspire valuable research and
analysis. The goal of this book is to present current work inspired by the obedience paradigm. This book
demonstrates the vibrancy of the obedience paradigm by presenting some of its most important and
stimulating contemporary uses and applications. Paralleling Milgram's own eclecticism in the content and
style of his research and writing, the contributions comprise a potpourri of styles of research and
presentation--ranging from personal narratives, through conceptual analyses, to randomized experiments.
Horrified by the Holocaust, social psychologist Stanley Milgram wondered if he could recreate the
Holocaust in the laboratory setting. Unabated for more than half a century, his (in)famous results have
continued to intrigue scholars. Based on unpublished archival data from Milgram’s personal collection,
volume one of this two-volume set introduces readers to a behind the scenes account showing how during
Milgram’s unpublished pilot studies he step-by-step invented his official experimental procedure—how he
gradually learnt to transform most ordinary people into willing inflictors of harm. The open access
volume two then illustrates how certain innovators within the Nazi regime used the very same Milgramlike learning techniques that with increasing effectiveness gradually enabled them to also transform
most ordinary people into increasingly capable executioners of other men, women, and children. Volume
two effectively attempts to capture how step-by-step these Nazi innovators attempted to transform the
Führer’s wish of a Jewish-free Europe into a frightening reality. By the books’ end the reader will gain
an insight into how the seemingly undoable can become increasingly doable.
This rich volume explores the complex problem of obedience and conformity, re-examining Stanley
Milgram’s famous electric shock study, and presenting the findings of the most extensive empirical study
on obedience toward authority since Milgram's era. Dolinski and Grzyb refer to their own series of
studies testing various hypotheses from Milgram’s and others’ research, examining underlying obedience
mechanisms as well as factors modifying the degree of obedience displayed by individuals in different
situations. They offer their theoretical model explaining subjects’ obedience in Milgram’s paradigm and
describe numerous examples of the destructive effect of thoughtless obedience both in our daily lives as
well as in crucial historical events, stressing the need for critical thinking when issued with a
command. Concluding with reflections on how to prevent the danger of destructive obedience to authority,
this insightful volume will be fascinating reading for students and academics in social psychology, as
well as those in fields concerned with complex social problems.
Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at
https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. Learn
about the controversial Milgram Experiment. Stanley Milgram was an American social psychologist whose
experiments on human subjects interrogated our understanding of human nature. His seminal text Obedience
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to Authority (1974) explores and analyzes his experiments along with his findings. The infamous Milgram
Experiment examines the fundamental constructs of human nature, such as the motivations that drive us,
our relationship with conscience, loyalty, and pain, and our willingness to inflict torture on others.
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